
Villeret Collection
Valentine’s Day 2005

Five red shades of passion and a big heart
for Valentine’s Day 2005

Red for passion, a heart filled with love: Blancpain lends its virtuoso touch to time as viewed
through the eyes of St. Valentine. Or what can happen when watchmaking mastery, the
sensuality of jewellery and fiery passion fuse within an exclusive timepiece…

Produced in a limited edition of 99, the Villeret model that Blancpain is dedicating to women
for Valentine’s Day 2005 is adorned with an exceptional diamond at midday or midnight… 
Cut to form a heart and set using a technique that highlights its exceptionally luminous
radiance, this genuine (approximately 0.45-carat) diamond was selected from the most
beautiful and the purest precious stones. The bezel is also illuminated by 48 white diamonds
(totalling around 0.75 carat), further enhancing the sparkle of this dazzling declaration of love.

Red for passion and red for kisses: the special Valentine’s Day edition is also a watch to suit
passionate moods and varied circumstances. Delivered in a splendid red and white presenta-
tion box with a black lining, the Blancpain Villeret St-Valentin 2005 comes with a choice of
five straps in a pleasing variety of materials: all in shades of red and each expressing passion
in its own distinctive way. It has an amazing ability to look sporty with a rubber strap,
provocative and attractive on a patent calfskin strap with white seams, modern and active
teamed with a lizard strap, sophisticated and elegant in alligator leather; or to appear as queen
of the night surrounded by a silky satin strap.

Representing the inimitable signature of the Villeret collection, the understated lines of the
steel case make a perfect match with the restrained white dial. At the heart of this pure,
glowing timepiece, the 175 parts of the mechanical self-winding movement give a steady
cadence to passion, beating at 21,600 vibrations per hour. A brilliantly precise yet exquisitely
subtle rendezvous between the heart and love.
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